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Abstract 
Most university lecturers are required to evaluate their teaching (Cosser, 1998) and the most common evaluation 
tool is a quantitative survey. This type of evaluation provides only one evaluation lens (Brookfield, 1995) and this 
has a bias towards accountability and comparability. There is a need to find more developmental and meaningful 
models to assess and explore our teaching practice. This research aimed to explore responses to an inclusive peer 
review model as an additional, or alternative, lesson evaluation process. The study draws on lesson observations and 
feedback from staff following 20 peer reviews of science lectures conducted at a university in Johannesburg. 
Lecturers’ comments on the peer review process are collated. This research also draws on two case studies that 
include students’ engagement with the review process. I argue that rather than being an intimidating ‘inspector’, a 
peer can provide supportive and collegial feedback, while also giving students the opportunity to mediate their own, 
sometimes disparate, responses to the learning environment.  This process contributes to the development of science 
students as critical and active participants in a democratic process; it highlights cultural and diversity issues, and 
promotes collective responsibility (See IOSTE 2012). Thus some of the goals of international science education 
communities are aligned with the lecture evaluation. 
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1. Introduction 
I present a brief overview of the of peer reviews, describe the model used in this study and then go on to report 
on the extended model which ‘closes-the-loop’ of the review by discussing evaluation  responses with students and 
negotiating a way forward with students and the lecturer. The purpose of this research was to evaluate the peer 
review process itself from the lecturers’ perspective; to reflect on the process from the peer reviewer’s observations 
and to report on lecturers’ perceptions of undertaking peer reviews.  
It is often threatening, unsettling and seen as contentious to have an outsider evaluate one’s teaching 
competence (Brent & Felder, 2004; Blackmore, 2005). When an outsider sits in on a class – even if that outsider is a 
friend or colleague – the lecturer may feel exposed and the students may assume that there is some sort of 
‘inspection’ going on. The model used here is based on collegiality, learner-centred principles, and power sharing. 
These principles certainly contribute to the effectiveness of the review, (Castetter, 1996) by increasing lecturers’ 
willingness to engage meaningfully in the review process in the long term.  In this way peer reviews change from 
being a compliance exercise to one of growth and development. The final report takes a narrative form and thus 
moves away from the recommendations of Brent and Felder (2004) who support a scored rubric template for 
reviews.  
2. Literature review  
A great deal of research has been conducted into the lesson evaluation process internationally and in South 
Africa (Sosibo, 2010; Cosser, 1998) and while there are claims of the validity and reliability of student evaluations 
of teaching (Theall & Franklin, 2001), lecturers are often not convinced of this and some research contests the claim 
of the validity of such standardised evaluations (Cosser, 1998) due to the very varied contexts, subjects, and the way 
these quantitative ratings are interpreted. While students may be best able to comment on the classroom experience 
(Chism, 2007), peer reviews have certain advantages. Peer reviews, while resource intensive and potentially 
sensitive, are sometimes favoured - or at least used in conjunction with quantitative measures (Sosibo, 2010). Issues 
of the unique learning situation can be better taken into account in a qualitative review. Furthermore an academic 
advisor / peer has a better knowledge of sound teaching practice than do students and can suggest ways of 
improving the course design and learning opportunities for students (Johnson & Ryan, 2000). While there are sound 
arguments for the use of peer reviews it would be useful to know how they are experienced by science lecturers and 
what insights are gained through the experience of a peer reviewer. From this data the peer review process may be 
refined. 
3. Methodology and description of the peer review model 
This study reports on lecturer feedback on the peer review process and the subsequent design of an inclusive 
model that includes students in the evaluation analysis. The initial survey was conducted by the Teaching and 
Learning Centre at a University in Johannesburg. It elicited responses from 20 lecturers in eight different schools in 
the Faculty of Science who had had peer reviews, as well as a case study report of two lecturers (one in science and 
one in science education) where student feedback and discussion where included in the evaluation. The survey 
sought to asses: 
x Reason for requesting a peer review 
x Strengths and weaknesses of peer reviews 
x Outcomes for the lecturer 
x Outcomes for teaching practice 
x Possible improvement in subsequent quantitative evaluations  
x Possible improvement in subsequent student pass rates 
The process described here has been developed to include a strong formative and dialogical ethos. The peer 
reviews are therefore time intensive and require the expertise of an academic advisor. Can such an investment of 
resources be justified when there are quantitative evaluations available? There is a need to know if academics find 
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this process useful and whether it contributes to their effectiveness as teachers. In addition, in what way may 
students participate in the process so that there is collective responsibility for learning? 
A lecturer requests a peer review and has an initial consultation to discuss the purpose of the review, any 
concerns the lecturer may have or particular feedback needed.  Often a lecturer is motivated by requirements of 
probation or promotion to provide evidence of good teaching. Typically the academic advisor (peer) observes 3-5 
lessons, providing interim feedback to the lecturer. Then a 4-6 page report (which is open for discussion) is given to 
the lecturer.  The on-going discussion of criteria and evaluation during the process contributes to validity and 
fairness (Millis & Kaplan, 1997). Lecturers are thus less likely to feel that their academic freedom is compromised 
by a process that could be seen as mainly accountability-driven (Moore & Fiarman, 2012; Cosser, 1996). 
The classroom observations are based on a set of criteria discussed with the lecturer (See appendix A). These 
criteria are not used mechanistically, nor are they each scored separately. The observation template serves as a guide 
for both lecturer and peer. The academic advisor is introduced to the class and gives a brief statement of the purpose 
of the ‘learning environment’ review (note: not ‘lecturer evaluation’). At the end of one of the lectures, she asks the 
class – after the lecturer has left, how the learning is going. This involvement of the students opens up a space of co-
operation and mediation. Students are also given a short evaluation form that requires them to comment on what the 
lecturer should ‘Stop, Start, Continue’ doing. This is easy to administer and collate and is open-ended enough for 
students to voice their concerns as well as what is working for them. It also serves as an easy comparison of student 
opinions. An important aspect of the process is then to present this (anonymous) feedback back to the students for 
discussion. (See also Morehead & Shedd, 1996) Students quickly mediate their own problems when they see that 
some students, for example, say “Start speeding up” while others say “Start slowing down”! Furthermore, if students 
say “Give us past papers” or “Hand out notes”, – as the Academic Advisor, I can facilitate a discussion of deep 
approaches to learning and the purposes of a particular strategy a lecturer might use. Students are enthusiastic to see 
results of their (and others’) feedback and to be able to discuss the learning environment. The sense of joint co-
operation and understanding is increased. 
After each class visit there is a short and informal feedback discussion with the lecturer, either face-to-face or, if 
this is not possible, via email.  This feedback takes the form of first: affirmation. There are always things that were 
well done. Then, presentation strategies that require immediate attention are pointed out. These may range from the 
more mechanical: being inaudible, slides not being visible, slow pace; - to teaching strategies of giving an overview; 
or engaging students.  Usually a few points are selected to be implemented in the next lecture.  This process 
continues through discussion using a coaching model: discussing observations, and negotiating new strategies. 
Finally I write a draft narrative report that the lecturer comments on. Similar process recommendations have come 
from research from University of Wisconsin (Millis & Kaplan, 1997).   Aspects discussed include: lesson design, 
classroom climate and relationships, presentation skills, pedagogic content knowledge, questioning skills, student 
involvement, sensitivity to language, gender and culture, and willingness to implement changes suggested during the 
peer review process. A final report is then sent to the lecturer who writes a self-reflection on the process. These two 
documents may be included in a teaching portfolio. 
4. Findings of the peer review process 
The peer evaluation process according to Cruickshank & Haefele, (2001) can itself be defined and assessed in a 
large number of ways; its effectiveness may partly depend on the relationship between the lecturer and the peer 
evaluator (Felder & Brent, 2004; Stronge & Tucker 2003; Blackmore, 2005). The validity of evaluation may be seen 
not only in its summative assessment of teaching but in establishing an on-going commitment to improving practice. 
These assertions are also evident in the findings of this study.  
The data here is presented in two sections. First, the survey feedback from lecturers on the peer review process: 
their motivation for requesting a peer review, how the peer review may have contributed to their understanding and 
practice of teaching, the change in their qualitative evaluation scores, and the change in student grades. Second, the 
peer reviewers observations and reports on the inclusive aspects of involving students in the evaluation process. 
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Fig. 1. Staff’s motivation for requesting a peer review (Number of responses per category) 
Most staff included two reasons for requesting a peer review. Usually the process was triggered by the necessity of  
Having evidence for their teaching portfolio for probation or promotion.  
Fig. 2. Respondents perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of peer reviews (Number of responses per category) 
Only the main themes are represented here. The only weakness reported was that management often preferred 
quantitative evaluations. 
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Fig. 3. “Outcomes for me as a teacher” (Number of responses per category) 
Other responses included teachers feeling more confident, more interested in the teaching role, and deciding to come 
on teaching workshops. 
Fig. 4. “Outcomes for my teaching practice” (Number of responses per category) 
The emphasis in these main categories of responses is encouraging in the focus on a more student-centred approach. 
Improvement in Quantitative scores: inconclusive results. Lecturers could not claim that the scores on the mandatory 
annual quantitative evaluation s of their teaching improved. A possible correlation here could be the subject of a 
further investigation. 
Improvement in student grades: inconclusive results. Most lecturers could not claim this. As some lecturers pointed 
out there is not necessarily an immediate one-to-one correspondence between their improved teaching on a course 
and the students’ change in grades in the short term. Other lecturers were now teaching different cohorts of students 
so grades did not compare. 
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5. Refining the review process 
One of the elements obviously missing from the peer review process is some input from the students –as well as 
evaluation feedback to the students.  It became apparent through lesson observations that the tensions across 
students’ diverse expectations, good pedagogical practices, and join responsibility for learning needed to be 
addressed. Thus, as an academic advisor, I mediated discussions with students about their feedback on the lessons 
and we discussed ways forward with the lecturer. This process I have called “Closing-the-loop” through an extended 
inclusive review. 
6. Findings on the case study report of the Extended Inclusive Review  
In this section I report on the case studies of two lecturers where the above review process was extended to 
include the “Stop; Start; Continue” feedback from students. The focus here is not on the students’ specific responses 
but on the process of including students in discussions of an evaluation of the ‘Learning environment’. Discussions 
were facilitated by the academic advisor. 
Peer review observation reports (provided confidentially to lecturers) noted that students were willing to engage 
in mature conversations about their learning, and to discuss conflicting aspects of their evaluation feedback on 
lectures. Some students who were very critical of a lecturer and negative about a course softened their stance when 
they saw that other students held different views and that there were sound pedagogical motives for some of the 
teaching practices used. The lecturers involved subsequently reported a much better relationship with the class and a 
more open channel of communication and negotiation. ‘Closing-the-loop’, that is providing feedback on feedback, 
meant evaluations were more meaningful for both students and lecturers. 
7. Conclusions 
The survey data from lecturers, as well as peer observation reports suggest that there is value in resource 
intensive peer reviews as these may serve not only to evaluate lecturers’ effectiveness but to contribute to improving 
lecturers’ teaching. In addition, if students’ evaluations of the lecture are collated and discussed openly with them, 
the whole learning environment may be enhanced. In the context of working with science lecturers at a South 
African university, I argue that as lecturers come to value and feel comfortable with peer reviews, an extra step of 
sharing the evaluation process with students helps to ‘close-the-loop’ and inculcate a culture of self-reflection and 
promote a collegial maturity within the class. By including students in discussions of the findings of the evaluations, 
the evaluation team can reflect on aspects of learning, and negotiate ways forward together with the lecturer and 
academic advisor.  
It is evident that students should be more involved in the design and analysis of evaluations, as well as the plans 
for subsequent adjustments to the learning strategies and environment. The move towards learning-oriented 
assessment is widespread. There is a general acceptance of the logical connection between Assessment-for-learning 
and constructivist learning theory (Shephard, 2000; Pryor & Crossouard, 2008). The same trend is less evident in the 
evaluation of teaching even when university lecturers and Teaching and Learning Centres embrace a socio-cultural 
approach to learning. The socially constructed nature of learning involves participation and dialogue among students 
and between students and lecturers. Constructive alignment across teaching, learning and assessment needs to 
extend to the evaluation process. There are opportunities to promote the achievement of certain outcomes not only in 
the pedagogy and assessment but in the evaluation process as well. These outcomes include the development of 
science students as critical and active participants in a democratic process in the real-life reflection on their learning 
and accepting responsibility for their part in this. This study shows that a collegial and power-sharing approach to 
peer reviews has positive consequences for the learning environment although no linear relationship was found with 
improved student grades. There also remains some doubt on the part of Heads of Schools that the Peer Review 
Report has the validity of standardised quantitative measures. 
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Appendix A 
TeachingEvaluation

School:……………………………………..
Course:………………………………………
Lecturer:…………………………………….     Date:………………..
Topic:………………………………………..    Numberofstudents:……
Venue:……………………………………..

Introduction:Thecategorieslistedbelowprovidecriteriausedinteachingevaluation.Weacknowledgethatnotall
ofthesecategoriesapplytoeachdiscipline,courseorlecture.Further,theblocksoffeaturesofteachingpractice
onpage3isprovidedtoindicatewhatmaybetakenintoaccountinobservinglectures.Thissummativeevaluation
ideallyfollowsformativereviewsandconversationswherethefeaturesofgoodpracticearediscussed.

OVERALL:Essentialfeatures Comments
1.Punctuality,preparation 
2.Goaldirection,clearpurposes
andplan;aimsexplicit 
3.Presence:leadership/
enthusiasm/audibility 
4.Encouragementandsensitivity
tostudents 
5.Lecturercontentknowledge 
6.Leveloflearnerengagement/
attention 

Outcomesandopportunitiestolearn:
Communication
 Comments
7.Studentsengagedinavarietyofways
8.Learningrelatedtolife/appropriate
examples
9.Involveswholeclass
10.Clearexplanations

11.AsksthoughtͲprovokingquestions

12.Usesquestionstoengage/check
understandinginmeaningfulways

13.Respondstoquestionsappropriately

Problemsolvingandcriticalthinking
 Comments
14.Creativeproblemsolvingisacentraltothe
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lessonorlearningprogramme
15.Knowledgeispresentedasconstructed(by
studentsandothers)andproblematic?
16.Studentsusehigherorderthinkingskills–
generalizing,hypothesising,creating,analyzing…
17.Classroomdiscourses/conversationsseekto
createandnegotiatedeepunderstanding?
18.Studentsexploreethicalissues


SystemsthinkingandmetaͲtheory
 Comments
19.AttentionisgiventometaͲtheory(standing
‘above’knowledgetolookattextstructures,nature
ofscience,underlyingassumptions,etc)
20.AttentionisgiventometaͲcognition(standing
‘above’activitytolookatstrategiesforlearning,
problemͲsolving,reading,groupwork,etc)


CourseDesign&Delivery
 Comments
21.Findsopportunitiestorelatetocurrentevents;
studentinterests;othercourses
22.Innovative/interestingvisualaids/technology
23.Makeslinkstoaims/skills/assessment
24.Satisfactoryconclusion


Language
25.Termsareexplained/synonymsused
26.Awarenessoflanguageissues


Connections
27.Lessonconnectstostudents’previousknowledge
(especiallyearlierlessons).
28.Lessonconnectstolifeandexperiencesbeyond
school.
29.Processesandcontentarelinkedto(andexpress)
active,democratic&ethicalcitizenship.

30.Differentculturalknowledgesarepresented,
discussedandvalued.

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Comments:
Whatmakesthislessonsuccessful/lesssuccessful?

Classroomobservations(definingfeatures):
































Lesson plan: 
Pace of lesson 
Level of Difficulty 
What is the lecturer doing? (eg transmitting 
information, or facilitating work.) 
What are students doing? 
Is everyone engaged, interested, productive? 
Interactions 
Power relationships (lecturer is dominating/unsure; 
dictatorial/supportive) 
Ethics; symbolic violence, bias,  
Co-participation; sharing 
“Challenge” and questioning 
Does the lecturer know the students? 
Is the lecturer interested in the students, caring? 
 
Learning theory: 
Do students bring ideas/experiences into the 
lessons? 
Do they express their current understanding? 
Does the lecturer use/build on their 
understanding? 
Does lecturer use accessible starting points? 
Is there room for students to learn at different 
levels? 
Metacognitive strategies – linking ideas to 
previous work, purposes, etc 
Does the lecturer see herself/himself as a 
knowledge transmitter? 
Do learners practice new learning? Language 
What languages do students use? Code switching? 
What languages does lecturer use? 
Does lecturer explain new terms? Multiple images? 
Assessment and monitoring 
Does lecturer monitor progress and use those 
assessments to guide teaching? 
Do students monitor their own (and each 
other’s) learning? 
Are assessment aims explicit? 
Is feedback timely and appropriate? 
Are many assessment forms used? 
Innovation 
Does the lecturer innovate, self –reflect on the teaching & 
learning process / progress, experiment? 
Is the classroom a place for thinking? 
 
Personality; covert factors 
How does the lecturer shape the classroom climate? 
What makes this  lecturer ‘special’? 
What makes this classroom ‘special’? 
